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Abstract 

The behavior of tetrahydrofuran (THF) molecules intercalated in graphite layers 

in the compounds Cs(THF)1.3C24 and K(THF)2.SC24 was studied by proton NMR. 

. The graphite layers in these compounds impose a uniform ordering on the THF 

molecules, giving rise to sharp NMR spectra. Experimental and simulated proton 

NMR spectra were used to investigate the geometry, orientation and conformation of 

the intercalated THF, and to determine whether pseudorotation, a large amplitude 

low frequency vibration observed in gaseous THF, can also occur in the constrained 

environment provided by the graphite intercalation compounds. Deuterium and mul

tiple quantum proton NMR spectra were also simulated in order to determine if these 

techniques could further refine the proton NMR results. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction:, . THF, 
Pseudorotation, and GIC's 

. . This thesis describes work carried out to investigate the properties and behavior 

of molecules of thetrahydrofuran, THF, intercalated in graphite layers. Graphite 

intercalation compounds, or GIC's, are interesting for several reasons. First, the 

conductivity of GIC's depends on the nature and behavior of the intercalated species, 

so they may be of practical use in batteries and conductors [1]. Second, GIC's are 

models for quasi-two-dimensional systems [2, 3]. Finally, the graphite layers can 

impose spatial ordering on the intercalated species, as do liquid crystals when they are 

solvents for other molecules. This ordering makes GIC's a useful means of examining 

the behavior of oriented molecules. 

The two GIC's studied here are ternary, consisting of THF and an alkali metal 

intercalated in the graphite layers. Both compounds are nonstoichiometric, and have 

approximate compositions Cs(THFh.3C24, and K(THFh.sC24. They are first stage, 

meaning that there is each graphene sheet is sandwiched between two layers of the in-

tercalated species. The compounds are formed from single platelets of HOPG (highly 

oriented pyrolytic graphite),r so the orientation of the graphite 'layers is to a large 
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extent uniform throughout the samples. THF is a particularly good intercalant to 

study both because of its interesting intramolecular motions and because its behavior 

in gaseous and liquid crystal phases have been extensively researched. 

The THF molecule is not planar, but puckered, as has been shown by experiment 

and calculations [4'-9]. It is the first molecule for which spectroscopic evidence was 

found for pseudorotation [4, 5], a large amplitude vibration mode in which the phase 

of the puckering moves about the ring [10-16]. (See Fig. 1.1) Pseudorotation was 

first postulated in 1947 by Kilpatrick, Pitzer and Spitzer [10, 11] to account for the 

Raman spectrum and anomalously high entropy of cyclopentane. In their model of 

pseudorotation, the carbon distance of the carbon atoms from the mean molecular 

plane is given by 

Zi - (2/5)1/2qcos[(41f"/5)i + <I>]j (1.1) 

where i = 0,1 ... 4 labels the ring atoms, q is the amplitude of the puckering, and 

<I> is the phase of the pseudorotation. The motion is called pseudorotation because 

it can cause a· molecule to appear to be rotating. For example, for cyclopentane, 

at <I> = 0°, Co is the atom with the largest displacement from the mean molecular 

plane. If the puckering phase changes to <I> = 72°, C3 is now the atom with maximum 

displacement from the mean molecular plane. This change in puckering phase makes 

it appear that the molecule has rotated about its Z axis without changing its value 

of <1>. 

The structure of THF has been studied extensively in the gas phase by theoretical 

calculations and experiment [4-9, 17, 18]. The results of these studies indicate that 

the molecule has a high barrier to planarity, between 1200 cm-1 and 1400 cm- I 
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Figure 1.1: Pseudorotation of the THF molecule. 
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(14.3 to 16.7 kJ/mol) [4, 18], a much lower barrier to pseudorotation, between 40 cm-1 

and 50 cm-1 (0.48 to 0.60 kJ/mol) [4, 7, 18], and a puckering amplitude between 

q = 0.38 A and q = 0.44 A [4, 6, 8, 9, 18]. The pseudorotation potential has been 

analyzed in terms of the function 

v ( ¢ ) = V2 cos (2¢) + V4 cos ( 4¢ ) (1.2) 

using data from the far IR and microwave spectra [5, 7, 17], with the coefficients 

determined to be V2 = 13.5 cm-1 (0.161 kJ/mol) and V4 = 20 cm-1 (0.239 kJ/mol). 

This function has maxima at ¢ = 0° and 180° and minima at ¢ = 50°, 130°, 230° and 

310°. 

More recently, the conformation of THF has been studied for THF dissolved in a 

liquid crystal by Esteban et. al. [19, 20, 21], giving results that are consistent with 

the gas phase data. The 'puckering amplitude was found to be q = 0.39 A. Although 

analysis of the molecular conformation in terms of Eq. (1.2) was attempted, the lack 

of well defined minima in the rms deviation between the observed and calculated 

dipole couplings prevented the authors from determining unique values for V2 and V4. 

It was concluded, however, that the data is consistent with free pseudorotation. 

Proton NMR spectroscopy is a particularly informative way of studying THF / alkali 

metal GIC's for three reasons. First, previous work shows that the THF molecules 

in these compounds move rapidly at room temperature, which effectively averages 

out the intermolecular proton-proton couplings. This leaves only the intramolecular 

couplings, and their dependence on the orientation and length of the proton-proton 

internuclear vectors provides valuable information about the molecular conformation, 

orientation and mobility. Second, the uniform alignment of the graphene layers in 



the HOPG results in a single orientational environment for the THF, producing well 

resolved single-crystal-like spectra. Third, the THF molecule is an eight proton sys

tem, generating NMR spectra that, while complicated, are nonetheless amenable to 

analysis and simulation. 

In addition to single quantum proton spectra, simulations were also carried out 

for six and seven quantum proton spectra, and for single quantum spectra of fully 

deuterated THF molecules in order to determine if they could refine the results from 

the single quantum proton spectra. Both of these techniques can greatly reduce the 

complexity of an NMR spectrum. 

The emphasis of this project was to determine the effect of the GIC environment 

. on the THF molecule. Our specific goals were to determine the applicability geo

metrical model of Kilpatrick, Pitzer and Spitzer [10, 11] to THF in a constrained 

environment, to investigate the molecular orientation, conformation and the possi

bility of pseudorotation, and to determine the mobility of the THF molecules and 

their degree of orientational order. The approach used was to compare experimental 

spectra with simulations based on different models of molecular conformation, mo

tion and orientation. The next chapter gives more details about the samples and 

their preparation, and the following one explains the method used to simulate their 

spectra. 
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Chapter 2 

The GIC Samples 

2.1 The Samples 

Alkali Metal/THF GIC's were first synthesized in 1969 by Nomine and Bonnetain [22], 

and can be prepared with several different alkali metals and different stoichiome-: 

tries, as will be discussed in the following section. The samples studied here are 

ternary, nonstoichiometric first stage GIC's having compositions Cs(THFh.3C24 and 

K(THFh.sC24 . The stoichiometry of the second sample is typical of K/THF GIC's 

[23-25J, but the Cs/THF ratio of the first differs from the usual value of 1.6 or 1.7 

[23, 26]. However, this T,HF deficiency has no effect on the proton NMR spectra 

[27J. The differences between Cs(THFh.3C24 and Cs(THFh.6C24 are currently under 

investigation by M. F. Quinton [27J. 

Most work on these compounds has been done on powdered samples since they 

are easier to prepare; however the samples studied here were synthesized from single 

platelets of Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite, HOPG, which has graphite planes 

that are parallel throughout the sample. This imposes a uniform alignment on the 

intercalant, resulting in single crystal-like spectra. 

HOPG is actually not a single crystal of graphite, but consists of microcrystallites 
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of graphite, about 1 p,m in size, compacted so that their crystallographic c axes, which 

are perpendicular to the graphene sheets, are aligned to better than 1° [27]. 

The samples are prepared from second stage MC24 HOPG platelets, where M is 

either Cs or K, by connecting them to a reservoir of liquid THF and allowing gaseous 

THF to reach the MC24• This must be done in the absence of air and water vapor, 

and the THF must be highly purified [28, 29]. In order to prevent the THF from 

condensing on the surface of the MC24, the graphite compound's temperature is kept 

higher than that of the THF reservoir; usually about 20°C for the GIC and 0 to lOoC 

for the reservoir [26, 30]. The composition of the sample is determined by monitoring 

the level of the THF reservoir with a calibrated capillary tube to measure the amount 

of THF consumed during the synthesis [29, 30]. 

The results of the synthesis are the first stage compounds studied here. The 

change from second stage MC24 to first stage ternary GIC can be explained using 

the pleated layer model of Daumas and Herold [3, 31], Fig. 2.1. According to this 

model the intercalant in an n-stage compound covers a fraction of lin of the area of 

each graphene sheet, rather than the intercalant being present only in one of every n 

sheets. 

The samples were examined by x-ray diffraction to verify that they were uni

formly first stage and measure their identity period Ie, which is the distance between 

the layers of intercalant. For K(THFh.sC24 , Ie = 8.86 A and for Cs(THF)1.3C24 , 

Ie = 7.07 A. These values are in good agreement with other reported results [23-

26]. It should be noted that the interlayer spacing is determined by the size and 

orientation of the THF molecules, since they are larger than the alkali metals [28]. 

7 
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Figure 2.1: Pleated Layer model of Daumas and Herold. 

X-ray <lifll:action was also used to study the mosaic spread of the samples, which 

corresponds to the misalignment of the c axis of the microcrystallites. The results, 

shown in Fig. 2.2, indicate that there is greater disorder in the Cs(THFh.3C24 com-

pound. The experimental points for the K(THFh.sC24 compound were fit adequately 

by using one Gaussian, while the Cs(THFh.3C24 sample required three Gaussians, 

possibly indicating the presence of three separate domains within the sample. The 

greater disorder in Cs(THFh.3C24 may be due to its faster rate of THF intercalation, 

which can disturb the alignment of the microcrystailites that constitute the HOPG. 

The intercalation takes about one day for the Cs compounds and about eight days 
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Figure 2.2: Mosaic spread of the Cs(THFh.3C24 and K(THFh.sC24 • The dots rep
resent experimental points, the solid lines are Gaussian fits to the points, and the 
dashed lines represent the distributions used to in the simulated spectra in Figs. 4.1 
and 4.11. 
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for the K compound [27]. 

2.2 Other Alkali Metal GIC's 

Before proceeding to the experimental results, it should be noted that the two com

pounds studied here represent only a fraction of the known alkali metal GIC's. Both 

K(THFh.sC24 and Cs(THFh.6C24 are known as saturated compounds, since THF can 

be deintercalated from either by cryopumping (keeping the GIC at about 20°C and 

the THF reservoir at -196°C). The resulting compounds, called residual, are first stage 

K(THF)1.7C24, with Ie = 7.1 A, and second stage Cs(THF)o.9C24, with Ie = 10.2 A 

[23, 26, 30, 32, 33]. RbC24 canlbe used to prepare saturated and residual THF-GIC's 

with the same stoichiometries and Ie's found for the K compounds [23, 28, 30, 32, 

34]. 

All the THF-GIC's mentioned so far have their intercalants arranged in monomolec

ular layers, but the first stage compound Li(THFh.l C12 , with Ie = 12.45 A appears 

to have the THF molecules arranged in bimolecular layers [22, 24, 35, 36]. Finally, it 

is also possible to synthesize alkali metal GIC's with other organic molecules such as 

n-hexane [37] and benzene [38]. 

10 
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Chapter 3 

Theoretical 

3.1 Spin Mechanics 

The purpose of this section is to establish the definitions of the Hermitian spin op-

erators which will be used in the following sections of this thesis. Readers wanting a 

more detailed explanation should refer to a quantum mechanics or NMR text [39-42J. 

3.1.1 Spin 1/2 

The square of the total spin angular momentum is given by 12.212 where 

(3.1) 

and, 

(3.2) 

From this point on, the equations will be presented in units in which 1i = 1 in order 

to simplify the notation, and operators will be presented in bold type. 

The commutation relations between the three orthogonal operators Ix, Iy, and I: 

.. ' are: 

(3.J) 
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(3.4) 

(3.5) 

The very useful raising and lowering operators, 1+ and L, can be defined in terms 

of Ix and It! as follows: 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

The states on which the above operators act are defined as eigenstates of 12 and 

Iz, and written as II, m >, where I is the total spin angular momentum and m its 

z component, which can have values of (-I, -I + 1, ... I). Thus for a spin I = 1/2 

particle, the two states are: la> = I~, ~ > and 1.8 > = I~, -~ >. The eigenvalues 

of the spin operators, when acting on la > and 1.8 > are: 

1+la> - Q. , (3.8) 

I-Ia> - 1.8 >; (3.9) 

1+1.8 > - la >; (3.1O) 

1-1.8 > = 0; (3.11) 

Izla> 
1 

- 2Ia >; (3.12) 

Izl.8 > 
1 

- -21.8 >; (3.13) 

The expectation value of an operator A in terms of the wavefunction Ib > is: 

< A > = < blAlb > . (3.14) 

12 
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If Ib > is a normalized eigenfunction of A with an eigenvalue of a then: 

< A > = < blAlb > = < blalb > = a < bib> = a. (3.15) 

Otherwise I b > can be a linear combination of eigenfunctions of A: 

(3.16) 

with 

Air> - rlr> (3.17) 

and 

Als> = sis>. (3.18) 

In this case the expectation value of A is: 

This result indicates that for a single measurement of A made on a single particle in 

a superposition of states defined in' Eq. (3.16) there is a probability equal to CiCl of 

obtaining r as a result and c2C2 of obtaining s. 

NMR experiments, however, are carried out on large numbers of particles whose 

individual wavefunctions are not known, so it would be more useful to be able to 

. predict the result of a measurement made on a large number of particles. The follow

ing definitions, combined with use of the density matrix, will allow us to make such 

predictions. For a system of n particles, the operators for the system are the sum of 

the operators for the individual particles, while the wavefunctions for the system are 

the products of the wavefunctions of the individual particles (This is known as the 

13 



uncoupled representation and is not the only possible meaningful representation. See 

Ref. 39}. For example, for a system consisting of two spin 1/2's: 

Iz = Izl + Iz2 (3.20) 

1¢1> = lal> la2 > = lala2 >, (3.21) 

1¢2 > = 1.81a 2 >, (3.22) . 

l¢a> = lal.82 >, (3.23) 

1¢4> = 1.81.82 > . (3.24) 

The density operator p allows calculation of the results of a measurement made on 

. an ensemble without knowing the details of the wavefunction of each of its members. 

Some useful definitions and properties of pare: 

p = .!..e-H / kT 

Z 
(3.25) 

where Z = E~=1 e-Em/kT and H is the system's time independent Hamiltonian; 

n 

Tr(p) - 2: < ¢mlpl¢m > = 1 (3.26) 
m=l 

Tr(pA) = Tr(Ap) (3.27) 

n 

< A > = Tr(pA) = 2: < ¢mlpAI¢m > (3.28) . 
m=1 

(3.29) 

The property defined in Eq. (3.27) does not only apply to density matrices but is a 

general property of the trace of two operators. 
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The density operator, defined in Eq. (3.25) above, can be expanded in a power 

series as: 

1 
p = Z(l-H/kT+ ... ) (3.30) 

Only the first two terms were retained because at room temperature E < < kT for the 

range of energies typically encountered in an NMR experiment. The expression can 

be further simplified by noting that, in our experiments, we are only measuring the 

oscillating part of a signal; while the factors l/Z, the'unity matrix (1 in Eq. (3.30) . 

above), and l/kTwill not vary in time. Eliminating these constants results in 

p = H (3.31) 

which greatly simplifies our calculations. 

3.1.2 The Molecular Spin Hamiltonian 

In its simplest form a pulsed NMR experiment is carried out by irradiating the sample 

with a radio frequency pulse of sufficient duration to rotate the sample's magnetiza-

tion from its initial alignment along the z axis to one along the x axis. After this, 

the magnetization evolves under the influence of the sample's Hamiltonian, and the 

precessing magnetization is monitored by coils which define the laboratory x and y 

axes. The Hamiltonian is given by: 

H = Ho+Hcs+HD+HJ (3.32) 

where Hodescribes the Zeeman interaction, Hcs the chemical shift, HD the dipole 

,.' interaction, and HJ the J coupling, which is a term commonly encountered in N~IR 

of liquids. Here HJ can be ignored since its effects are negligible compared to the 
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linewidths of our samples. The three remaining terms will now be explained in more 

detail. 

The Zeeman Hamiltonian Ho, in units of Hz, is given by 

Ho = - L vjIz,j 
j 

(3.33) 

where Vj is the Larmour frequency. This term exists because of the interaction be

tween the magnetic moments of the spins and the static magnetic field Bo. The 

chemical shift Hamiltonian, for a molecule undergoing random motion, is given by: 

Hcs = L LlvjIz,j 
j 

(3.34) 

where Llvj is the shift in frequency corresponding to nucleus j. The Zeeman in-

teraction will be ignored here because the frequency of the rotating frame (the RF 

frequency) is assumed to be at the resonance frequency of one of the nuclei (i. e. 

the Larmour frequency of the nucleus plus its chemical shift). The chemical shift in 

Eq. (3.34) then represents the difference in chemical shift between that nucleus and 

the remaining nuclei, which is also known as resonance offset. 

The dipole Hamiltonian is the term of greatest interest to us, since its effects 

dominate the spectra presented in this thesis. The full dipole Hamiltonian is given 

by 

HD = LLHg, (3.35 ) 
i j>i 

where i and j label the spins and where 

(3.JG) 

where r is the vector joining the two spins i and j, Tij is the distance between the 

spins, Bij is the angle between rand Bo) and the units are given in Hz. By convertillg 
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r to spherical coordinates and truncating the terms that do not commute with the 

much larger Zeeman Hamiltonian, the dipole Hamiltonian becomes: 

ij "12ft 1 2 1 
HD = --2 3 -2 (3 cos Bij - l)[2Iz,iI z,j - -2 (I+,iL,j + L,iI+,j)] 

7rTij 

In summary, the Hamiltonian relevant to the simulations presented here is: 

j i j>i 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

which is the sum of the chemical shift and dipole Hamiltonians, as written in Eqs. (3.34) 

and (3.37). 

3.1.3 The Effects of Molecular Motion 

There are two kinds of motion that are of interest to this study: rapid conforma-

tional changes, and rapid rotation, where rapid means that the changes occur quickly 

compared to the timescale of the NMR experiment. For rapid motion the spectrum 

can be calculated using a Hamiltonian which has been averaged over the motion. For 

example, for a THF molecule rapidly interconverting between the ¢ = 0° and ¢ = 90° 

conformations, the spectrum is calculated using dipole couplings that are averaged 

over the two conformations, and any intermediate conformations that: occur during 

the conversion. 

Another type of molecular motion relevant to the simulations presented here is 

rapid rotation. If a molecule rotates about an axis c, the factor (3 cos2 Bij - 1) in 

Eq. (3.37) becomes: 

1 ( 2 ) 2 2" 3 cos 8 ~ 1 (3 cos (Jij - 1) (3.39) 

where 8 is the angle between the applied field Eo and the axis of rotation C, and i3i} 

is the angle between the internuclear vector fij and c [43, 44] as shown in Fig. 3.1. 
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c 

Figure 3.1: Angles used in Eq. (3.39). 

This means that the spectrum of a rapidly spinning molecule will scale by a factor of 

(3 cos2 8 - 1) as the axis of rotation is changed. This function is plotted in Fig. 3.2. 

If c and Eo coincide, the rotation will have no effect since the scaling factor becomes 

1; if the c is perpendicular to Bo the spectrum scales by a factor of -1/2, and at the 

Magic Angle, 8 M = 54.7°, the dipole coupling disappears altogether. 

3.2 Calculating the Single Quantum Spectrum 

The signal from a single quantum experiment can be calculated using the density 

operator as follows: 

Signal = Tr[p{t)A] (3.40) 

where A is the observable to be measured. The experimental observables are the 

magnetization along the x axis, proportional to Ix, which is digitized and stored in 
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Figure 3.2: Plot of (3cos28 - 1)/2. 

computer memory as real numbers, and the magnetization along the y axis, Iy, which 

is digitized and stored as imaginary numbers. The observable is therefore 

(3.41 ) 

The initial density operator can be approximated by the system's initial Hamiltonian, 

Eq. (3.31), which is Ix after the application of the 90° pulse that begins the exper

iment. The time evolution of the density matrix is given by Eq. (3.29), so the time 

dependent signal is given by: 

(3.42) 

or, 

(3..!3) 
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where H is the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (3.38) and Li < il ... Ii > is shorthand 

notation for L~ 1 < inl .. ·Iin > ,a sum over the 256 eigenstates of the eight spin 

operator Iz . This equation contains everything needed to calculate the simulations 

presented here, but it must now be converted to a form which can be numerically 

evaluated on a computer. The remainder of this section is dedicated to this task. 

The internal Hamiltonian, H, can be rewritten as 

H = BDBt (3.44) 

where D is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues of H, and the unitary 

matrix B and its adjoint Bt diagonalize H. Now the time development operatorcan 

be rewritten as 

(3.45) 

which can be verified by a series expansion of both sides of the equation. The signal 

can now be written as: 

S(t) = L < iIBe-iDtBtIxBeiDtBtI+li > 
i 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

where Eq. (3.27) was used. This will be further modified by using the identity oper-

ator: 

Lla><al = 1 (3.48) 
a 

(see Ref. 40), to break this sum into four independent summations: 

S(t) = L < ile-iDtlJ >< jlBtIxBlk >< kleiDtlm >< mlBtI+Bli > (3.49) 
i,j,k,m 
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where Ei,j,k,m is shorthand for Ei E j Ek Em' Since D is diagonal, < nleiDtlm >= 

eiDnmt8nm, so the signal can be rewritten as: 

S(t) = I: e-iwit < ilBt1xBlk > e iwkt < klBtI+Bli > (3.50) 
i,j 

S(t) = I: e-i(Wi-Wk)t < ilBt1xBlk >< klBtI+Bli > (3.51) 
i,k 

At this point the signal's time dependence could be calculated by carrying out. 

the sums over i and j in Eq. (3.51) above for increasing values of t until an FID of 

the desired length and resolution is accumulated, which could be Fourier transformed 

to provide a spectrum. On the other hand, much calculation can be avoided by not-

ing the similarity between Eq. (3.51) and the formula for the Fourier transform of a 

spectrum, and realizing that the term e-i(Wi-Wk)t corresponds to the frequency in a 

spectrum, and the term Ei,k < ilBtIxBlk >< klBtI+Bli > to the intensity at that 

frequency. This means that Eq. (3.51) can be used to obtain a spectrum directly. 

In order to match the experimental resolution, the lines falling within a bandwidth 

of frequencies equal to the experimental resolution can be added together. The ex-

perimentallinewidth can be matched by inverse Fourier transforming the spectrum. 

multiplying the resulting FID by a decaying exponential, and Fourier transforming 

again. For details about the calculations, see Appendix I, which contains the pro-

grams used to simulate the spectra. 

·3.3 Modeling the THF Molecule 

The preceding section described a method to predict the spectrum of a system of 

dipole coupled spins. In order to apply this method to a molecule such as THF. it 
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is necessary tD knDW the geDmetry .of the spins· which generate the spectrum. This 

sectiDn describes the relatively simple and accurate geDmetrical mDdel used here, 

.originally used by Geise et. aI. [6] tD calculate the electrDn diffractiDn spectrum .of 

gaseDus THF. 

Geise's mDdel .only applies tD the "heavy" atDms, i. e. carbDn and .oxygen, since 

the hydrDgen atDms dD nDtaffect the electrDn diffractiDn spectrum. The heavy atDms 

are labeled Co, C1 ..• 0 4 , where Co cDrrespDnds tD the .oxygen, and C1 thrDugh C4 are 

the carbDns. First the Z CD .ordinates are calculate using: 

Zi = (2/5)1/2qCDS[(41r/5)i+4>]; j=0,1. .. 4 (3.52) 

where q is a measure .of the amDunt, .of "puckering" in the mDlecule and <P is the 

pseudDrotatiDn angle. At this pDint the x, Y CD .ordinates are calculated using Geise's 

imprDved versiDn .of the mDdel .of Pitzer et. aI. [6, 10-12]. 

Each atDm is cDnnected tD the .origin by an imaginary spDke .of length So, shDwn in 

Fig. 3.3.TD accDunt fDr the different lengths .of the C-O and C-C bDnds, tWD different 

angles, e and 8, are used tD separate the spDkes; 8 is used fDr the C-O bDnds, and 

e fDr the C-C bDnds. In .order tD leave the bDnd lengths apprDximately unchanged 

as the atDm's Z cDDrdinate varies, the spDke length So is replaced by 8j , defined as 

fDllDWS: 

Sj = 80(1 - kzJ); 

with k = 0.65 A -2. The C at .om CDDrdinates are given by 

Xj - 8j CDS[8 + (j - l)e]; 

Yj - Sjsin[8 + (j - l)e]; 
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Figure 3.3: Definitions of the parameters used to determine the molecular geometry. 

The oxygen atom's x, y coordinates are defined as Xo = S and Yo = O. 

According to the definitions above there are four values of ¢ which will produce 

a molecule of defined symmetry:¢= 00 and ¢ = 1800 produce Cs symmetry; ¢= 900 

. and ¢ = 2700 produce C2 symmetry. Two of the symmetric conformations are snown 

in Fig. 304. 

The hydrogen atoms are attached to the carbon atoms so that the plane formed 

by the carbon and its two hydrogens is perpendicular to the plane formed by that 

same carbon and its two nearest heavy atom neighbors (see Fig. 3.5). The bisector 

of the H-C-H angle lies along the intersection of these two planes. This geometry 

was achieved by defining a local x, y and z axis determined for each carbon atom Cj 

using the vectors Vn , which goes from Cj+I to Cj; and ~, which goes from Cj - 1 to 
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Figure 3.4: The Cs and C2 conformations of the THF molecule. 

Cj as follows: 

_. 
lin + v" (3.56) Xloc -

Yzoc - lin - v" (3.57) 

Zioc - Xloc X Yzoc. (3.58) 

The hydrogen atoms are now positioned in this local reference frame according to: 

Xloc - 0; (3.59) 

Yloc - (bCH)cos(aHCH/2); (3.60) 

Zloc - ±(bCH )sin( aHCH /2); (3.61 ) 
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Figure 3.5: The local and molecular axis systems used to calculate the hydrogen atom 
positions. 

where bCH is the length of the C-H bond and aHCH is the H-C-H angle. 

The hydrogen atom positions determined in terms of these local vectors are then 

added to the vector from the molecular origin to Cj to obtain the H atom positions 

in terms of the overall molecular coordinates. (For a more detailed description, see 

Appendix II, which contains a copy of the program used to generate the molecular 

coordinates.) The parameters used to generate the THF molecule are listed in Table 

3.1. 

Parameter Value 
8 74.52° 
€ 68.22° 
k 0.65 A-2 
So 1.277 A 

C-H Bond 1.115 A 
H-C-H Angle 109.5° 

Table 3.1: Geometrical Parameters for THF 
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Chapter 4 

Simulation and Experiments 

4.1 Technical 

The simulations presented here were carried out with programs written in Modula 

2, Pascal and Fortran by Dr. Claudia Schmidt and the author. The program used 

to calculate the single quantum proton spectra followed the method outlined in the 

preceding chapter, and took approximately 45 minutes to run on a Micro Vax II 

computer, and is given in Appendix I. 

The experimental spectra presented here were taken by Dr. M. F. Quinton and the 

samples were prepared by F. Beguin, both at the Laboratoire de Physique Quantique 

at the Ecole Superieure de Physique et de Chimie Industrielles in Paris. The exper

iments were performed on a Bruker CXP 100 spectrometer, at a proton frequency 

of 100 MHz. Typical experimental parameters are listed and explained in Table -1. 1. 

The experimental spectra were truncated to 512 points and zer<rfilled back to 20.18 

points. Baseline correction and constant phase correction were required, but lin('ar 

phase correction was not. Exponential multiplication was not performed. The angle 

e between the sample's c axis and Eo was determined by eye; according to ~l. F. 

Quinton the alignment uncertainty is ±2.5° for e = 0° and 90°, and ±10° for ill-
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Sample Cs, 293 K Cs, 213 K K, 293 K 
RF Frequency 100.13 MHz 100.13 MHz 100.09 MHz 
RF Field 39.15 G 29.35 G 63.05 G 
Pulse Length (90°) 1.5 J-Lsec 2 J-L sec 0.92 J-L sec 
Dead Time 1 J-Lsec 1 J-L sec 2 J-L sec 
Tl 0.3 '" 0.6 sec ~ 4 sec 0.3 '" 0.6 sec 
Scans 250 256 360 
Resolution 61.76 Hz/pt 123.52 Hz/pt 122.07 Hz/pt 

Table 4.1: Experimental parameters. 

termediate angles, although our simulations suggest that the error for intermediate 

angles was in some cases slightly larger. 

4.2 Theoretical and Experimental Results 

4.2.1 Results for Cs(THFh.3C24 

Figure 4.1 shows experimental spectra for Cs(THFh.3C24 with the mean plane of 

the graphite layers at several orientations. The spectra all have the same general 

features, .but are scaled by a factor of (3 cos2 e - 1), where e is the angle between 

c and the applied field Bo. This indicates that the THF molecules are rotating 

rapidly. Furthermore, since the difference in scaling between the 90° and 0° spectra 

is a factor of two (allowing for error in the sample alignment), the rotation axis is 

perpendicular to the graphite layers (i. e. parallel to the c axis). While the lines are 

relatively sharp at e = 0° and 90°, they broaden at intermediate orientations because 

of orientational disorder among the graphite layers; The broadening can be explained 

by the (3 cos2 e - 1) scaling factor. This function is plotted in Fig. 3.2. While flat. 

near e = 0° and 90°, it changes rapidly for intermediate angles. This means that 

small differences in the orientation of the rotation axis will have a larger effect on 

the scaling factor at intermediate angles, resulting in spectra that are less defined at 
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Figure 4~1: Experimental and simulated spectra of Cs(THF)1.3C24 as a function oi H 
The spectra were calculated for a THF molecule in the C$ conformation w:: ~ 
q = 0.32 A. 
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these sample orientations. 

Although broadening is usually considered to be undesirable, in this case it can 

be used to advantage, since it gives an idea of the amount of orientational disorder 

present in the samples. Figure 4.1 shows simulated and experimental spectra for 

Cs(THF)1.3C24 with its c axis at several orientations relative to Eo The samples 

were positioned at approximately e = 0°,30°, aM (54.7°), and 90°, and the values 

of a used in the simulations are indicated in the figure. The simulated spectra 

were obtained by adding appropriately weighted spectra for THF molecules with a 

. Gaussian orientational distribution of angles () centered about a, with each spectrum 

scaled by a factor of (3cos2 () - 1). This procedure matches both the sharper lines 

at a = 0° and 90°, as well as the broader lines at intermediate orientations. For the 

Cs(THFh.3C24 sample a Gaussian of width of ()" = 1.7° resulted in good agreement 

with the experimental spectra. In Fig. 2.2, this Gaussian distribution, given by a 

dashed line, is compared to the mosaic spread of the samples. 

Calculations based on the thickness of a graphene sheet, the size of a THF 

molecule, and the distance Ie between neighboring graphene layers indicate that in 

Cs(THFh.3C24' the THF molecules are lying fiat against the graphene sheets [28, 

45]. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show an experimental spectrum and several simulations, all 

for a THF molecule oriented with its mean molcular plane parallel to the graphite 

planes. The simulations were carried out using the generally accepted parameters for 

the THF molecular geometry [6, 9] which are listed in Table 3.1. Several different 

conformations were simulated, including free pseudorotation (Fig. 4.2a, 4.2b), hin

dered pseudorotation, which averages over the four symmetric conformations: ¢ = 0°, 
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Figure 4.2: Simulated and experimental spectra of the Cs compound. The first t.\·) 

spectra simulate pseudorotation by' averaging over dipole couplings for conformat:. ':." 
that range from ¢> = 0° to ¢> = 360° incremented by 1° and go, respectively. Hint!tf"! 
pseudorotation averages over </> = 0, 90, 180 and 270°. The last simulation reprf':'I'::' 
interconversion between ¢> = 0° and 90° by averaging the dipole couplings over t ~f -.' 

two conformations. 
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Figure 4.3: Simulated and experimental spectra of Cs(THF)1.3C24 • The simlll.lt .... 
include several fixed conformations and interconversion between <P = 0° and 1 'i I 
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¢ = 90°, ¢ = 180°, and ¢ = 270° (Fig. 4.2c), interconversion between a C6 and a 

C2 conformation (Fig. 4.2d), interconversion between the two C6 conformations (Fig. 

4.3d), and three fixed conformations (Fig. 4.3a, 4.3b and 4.3c). All of these were 

noticeably narrower than the experimental spectrum (Fig. 4.2e, 4.3e). However, it 

is interesting to note the similarity between the spectra for interconversion between 

¢ = 0° and goo, hindered pseudorotation, and pseudorotation averaged every go (i. e. 

averaged over 0°, go, 18° ... 360°). This means that single quantum high field NMR 

would be unable to distinguish between an interconversion that sampled all four sym

metric conformations (hindered pseudorotation) and an interconversion that sampled 

only one Cs and one C2 conformation. It also indicates that increments of smaller 

than go are necessary to simulate free pseudorotation. 

Because none of the above simulations adequately fit the experimental data, simu

lations were carried out using variations of the standard parameters of THF's molec

ular geometry. Varying the H-C-H bond angle and the C-H bond length did not 

produce satisfactory fits. Varying the puckering amplitude from q = 0.38 A to 

q = 0.32 ± 0.01 A resulted in much better fits for some conformations. As shown 

in Fig. 4.4 the C2 conformations, and interconversions that sample the C2 conforma

tions, such as pseudorotation, do not fit the experimental spectrum. Good fits are, 

however, obtained for q = 0.32 A with the C6 conformation or with interconversion 

between the two Cs conformations, as shown in Fig. 4.5. It should be pointed out here 

that, while both Cs conformations produce identical spectra, interconversion between 

these two conformations results in a slightly different spectrum since interconversion 

averages the dipole couplings. Although both fixed and interconverting conformations 
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Figure 4.4: Simulated and experimental spectra of Cs(THFh.3C24 using q = O.:L! \ 
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Figure 4.5: The best fits for Cs(THFh.3C24: 
a. Fixed C s conformation. 
b. Direct interconversion between Cs conformations. 
c. Molecular potential. 
d. Experimental. 
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result in good fits, neither agrees perfectly with the experimental spectrum and it is 

impossible to determine which agrees best with experiment. 

The spectra shown in Fig. 4.5, unlike those shown before, were calcUlated taking 

chemical shift into account. The slight asymmetry of the experimental spectra indi

cates the presence of a chemical shift difference that is small compared to the dipole 

couplings. Since the spectra of the THF molecule for e = 0° and e = 90° were nearly 

identical, except for a small overall shift in frequencies and the 1/2 scaling factor, it 

was decided to simulate the spectra with isotropic chemical shift. It was found that 

a chemical shift difference of 200 ± 50 kHz for the Q protons fits the experimental 

spectra well, and is in good agreement with the isotropic chemical shift values [19, 

46]. The simulations in Fig. 4.5 use a chemical shift difference of 200 Hz, and Fig. 4.6 

shows how varying the chemical shift from 0 to 200 to 400 Hz affects the spectrum. 

More recently, Mark Rosen in the Pines laboratory continued this investigation 

analyzing the conformational motion in terms of the potential function 

V(</» = V2cos(2</» + V4cos(4</» (4.1) 

where </> is the pseudorotation angle. The best fit to experimental data was found for 

V2 = -15 ± 5 kJ/mol, and V4 = 3 ± 2 kJ/mol, with q = 0.30 ± 0.01 A. This function 

is plotted in Fig. 4.7, along with the potential found for gaseous THF [5, 7, 17]. The 

large difference between the potential found for intercalated and gas phase THF may 

be due to the constraining effects of the graphite layers. The potential for intercalated . 

THF corresponds to interconversion between the two Cs conformations through a 

pseudorotation pathway that samples the intervening conformations, with a barrier 

of 30 kJ/mol between the two Cs conformations. The simulation for this potential fits 
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Figure 4.6: Simulated and experimental spectra of Cs(THFh.3C24 using q = 0.:32 .\. 
<I> = 0°, chemical shift differences of 0, 200 and 400 Hz. 
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Figure 4.7: Pseudorotation potentials for THF. 
Top: Potential found for gaseous THF. 
Bottom: Potential for intercalated THF. 
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the experimental spectrum as well as the simulations for fixed and interconverting C6 

confOrIilations mentioned above do. These three simulations, which represent the best· 

fits to the experimental data foundso far, are compared to the experimental spectrum 

in Fig. 4.5. It should be noted,.however, that if the THF molecule is interconverting 

between the two C6 conformations, it is more likely go through a planar conformation 

than to do so by sampling intermediate conformations, since the barrier to planarity, 

found to be about 16 kJ/mol in the gas p¥ase [4, 18], is roughly half the height of 

the barrier found for the pseudorotation potential given above. 

It would be interesting to determine if a better fit to the experimental spectra can 

be found by using the molecular potential for puckering instead of pseudorotation. 

The puckering potential is described by the function 

(4.2) 

where q is the puckering amplitude and a and b are variable parameters [4, 48]. 

Variable temperature studies of the THF-GIC's provide more information about 

the intra- and inter- molecular motion of THF [26, 47, 49]. Neutron and x-ray diffrac

tion, and previous NMR results indicate that below about 250 K, the THF molecules 

freeze into place, and the NMR lines broaden considerably because the intermolecu

lar dipole couplings are no longer averaged out by molecular motions. In this solid 

phase, the spectrum is no longer scaled by a factor of (3cos2 8-1) when the sample's 

orientation changes, because the molecules are no longer rotating. The spectrum for 

¢ = 90° was simulated by adding many spectra, in each of which the THF's mean 

plane is perpendicular to Bo, but where the orientation of the vector connecting the 

center of the THF molecule to the oxygen atom ranges from 0° to 360°, and is shown 
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in Fig. 4.8. Both simulations used long values for T2 to simulate the effect of inter

molecular dipole-dipole couplings. The x-ray and neutron diffraction results [26, 36] 

indicate that as the THF solidifies two distinct phases appear, one corresponding to 

Cs(THFhC24 and the other to Cs(THFhC24. The reader is cautioned that in Ref. 

[30], the inference of two different phases of THF at room temperature, one mobile 

and the other not, is not supported by the NMR powder spectrum. The central peak 

in Fig. la of Ref. [30], does not represent a second phase, as claimed in the paper, but 

is a feature of the room temperature powder spectriun of Cs(THFh.3C24, simulated 

here in Fig. 4.9. 

As the temperature is lowered further a second phase change occurs at about 

120 K, as indicated by line broadening of the IH NMR spectrum [49]. It is possible 

that this transition is due to interconversion of the THF molecule between the two 

Cs conformations stopping below 120 K. 

In summary, the data presented so far indicate that the THF molecules in 

Cs(THFh.3C24 are oriented with their mean molecular planes parallel to the graphite 

layers, and the Cs conformations ate very strongly favored. They are probably ar

ranged with the oxygen atom near the Cs+ ion and two or three THF molecules either 

rotating about the ion or hopping from one ion to another [36]. Figure 4.10 shows 

THF molecules intercalated in graphite layers, with the molecules and layers drawn 

to scale. 

4.2.2 Results for K(THFh.sC24 

In K(THFh.sC24, as in Cs(THF)1.3C24, the THF molecules also rotate about the 

graphite's c axis, as indicated by the scaling of the spectra in Fig. 4.11. The sample 
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Figure 4.8: Simulated and experimental spectra of Cs(THF)1.3C24 as function of e 
at T = 213 K. 
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Figure 4.9: Powder spectrum simulation for Cs(THFh.3C24 at room temperatun' 
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Ic= 7.07 A 

Figure 4.10: THF molecules in Cs conformations in graphite layers. The hydrogen 
and oxygen atom were drawn using the Van der Waals radii, the Cs+ was drawn with 
its ionic radius, and the graphite layers were drawn with a thickness of 3.35 A, and 
an interlayer spacing of 5.48 A. 

orientations were once again approximately 0°, 30°, 9 M, and 90°. The relatively 

large width of the spectrum near the magic angle is due not so much to orientational 

disorder, since the mosaic spread of this sample is relatively small (Fig. 2.2), as to 

the uncertainty in positioning the sample. An error in sample orientation would have 

especially large effects since the function (3cos29 - 1) changes rapidly near eM. As 

indicated by the values of e used in the simulations (Fig. 4.11), the error in the sam-

pIe's orientation appears larger than ±10°. A Gaussian distribution of width (1 = 0.9 

was used to fit the simulations in Fig. 4.11 and is shown in Fig. 2.2. The relatively 

narrow mosaic spread of the graphite layers in the K(THFh.sC24 explains why the 

lines in the spectra of the K(THFh.sC24 are sharper than those of the Cs(THF)1.3C24 

at e = 0° and 90°. 

It is generally accepted that the orientation of the THF molecules is not par-
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Figure 4.11: Experimental and simulated spectra of K(THFh.sC24 as a function oi (~ 
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allel to the graphite layers in K(THFh.sC24• Because the difference between the 

Ie = 8.83 A and the thickness of the graphene sheets, 3.35 A, leaves 5.48 A free, 

which is larger than the thickness of a THF molecule, it has been assumed until now 

that the THF molecules were oriented with their mean molecular planes perpendic-

ular to the graphite layers [25, 28]. An alignment that is not parallel to the layers 

introduces two new degrees of freedom: the angle between the mean molecular plane 

and the graphite layers, called /3, and the orie~:tation of the molecular x axis within 

the molecule's mean plane, a (in Cs(THFh.3C24' /3 = 0 and a does not have a unique 

value since the molecules are rotating about the graphite's c axis). For these sim-

ulations, the molecule's orientation is defined by rotating it relative to a fixed axis . . . 

system that coincides with the molecular axis system before the initial rotation. The 

molecule is first rotated by an angle a about the fixed z axis, ·and then by an angle /3 

about the fixed y axis, as is shown in Fig. 4.12. Because of the introduction of these 

two new degrees of freedom, simplifying assumptions were made when simulating the 

spectrum of the THF molecule in K(THF)~.SC24' Except as indicated below, all the 

simulations were carried out with the molecular parameters that were found to give 

the best fits in Cs(THF)1.3C24: q = 0.32 A, if> = 0°, and a chemical shift difference of 

200 Hz. 

Figure 4.13 shows several simulations for a THF molecule with its mean molecu-

lar plane perpendicular to the graphite layers (/3 = 90°). None of these simulations 

agrees with the experimental spectrum. Several other possibilities with /3 = 90° were . 

tried, including different conformations, interconversion between several conform a-

tions, and rotation about an axis perpendicular to the molecular plane, but none of 
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Figure 4.12: Definition of the angles describing the orientation of the THF molecule 
in the K(THFh.sC24 • In this illustration the graphite layers, if shown, would be 
perpendicular to the z axis. 
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Figure 4.13: Simulated spectra for K(THFh.sC24 with (3 = 0° and several values t.t 't 
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these alternatives produced a satisfactory fit. 

Simulations were then carried out with the mean molecular plane at several differ-

ent orientations, such as those shown in Fig. 4.14: The best fit was found for a = 21 

± 2° and j3 = 56 ± 2°, as shown in Fig. 4.15. The simulated. spectra are very sensitive 

to small changes in orientation, and none of the simulations gave perfect agreement 

with the experimental spectra. The uncertainty in a a:nd j3 given above'represent the 
. -.~ 

range of orientations that show reasonable agreement with·the width and features of 

the experimental spectrum. 

An alternative to this orientation was recently found by M. Rosen, using the same 

pseudorotation potential found for THF in Cs(THFh.3C24 (q = 0.30 A, V2 = -15 

kJ/mol, Vs = 3 kJ/mol), with j3 = 71° and a averaged from 40° to 120°. The results 

for this potential and for a fixed Cs conformation with a = 56° and j3 = 21° are 

compared to the experimental spectra in Fig. 4.16 

While we have been unable to explore all the possible combinations of orientation 

and conformation, the results so far indicate that the THF molecules are not ori-

ented with their mean planes perpendicular to the graphite layers, and their oxygen 

atoms are not pointing directly at the layers. This is in agreement with results found 

for benzene-potassium and furan-potassium TGIC's, which show that the benzene 

molecules are oriented at about 30° to the layers [50, 51] and the furan molecules at 

about 15° [52]. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 shows a THF molecule with the two orientations 

found to give good fits to the experimental data. 
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Figure 4.14: Simulated spectra for K(THFh.sC24 with Ci = 0° and several values,·~ . 
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Figure 4.15: Simulated spectra for the K compound with (3 = 56° and several \.J
ues of Q. 
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Figure 4.16: The best fits for K(THFh.sC24 : 

a. a = 21°, f3 = 56°. 
b. a oscillating between 40 and 120°, f3 = 71°. 
c. Experimental. 
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Ic=8.80A 

Figure 4.17: THF molecule in K(THFh.sC24 shown at right with a = 21°, f3 = 56° 
and at left with a = -21°, f3 = -56°, which produces an identical NMR spectrum . 

. Both are in the Cs conformation. 

Ic=8.80A 

Figure 4.18: THF molecule in K(THFh.sC24 shown in the following orientations: 
left: a = 120°, f3 = 71°. 
right: Q = 40°, f3 = 71°. 
The conformations are determined by the molecular potential in Eq. (4.1). 
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Chapter 5 

Deuterium and Multiple Quantum 
Simulations 

While single quantum proton spectroscopy has produced. interesting information about 

the behavior of intercalated THF, it is preferable to further refine these results using a 

complementary technique. One ideally suited. to this task would provide spectra that, 

while simple, are sensitive to small changes in molecular orientation and conforma-

tion. For example, it should be able to distinguish between a fixed. Cs conformation 

and interconversion between the two C s conformations for THF in Cs(THF) 1.3 C24 . 

Simulations were carried. out for multiple quantum and deuterated THF spectra in 

order to determine their suitability to the study of intercalated THF. Since experi-

ments have not yet been carried out with either of these techniques, all the results 

presented. in this chapter are theoretical, and were calculated using q = 0.32 A and a 

chemical shift difference of 200 Hz. 

5.1 Multiple Quantum Simulations 

A well known way of simplifying an NMR spectrum is to examine the coherences 

of order greater than one. Since many excellent discussions of this technique are 
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available [42, 50-52], it will not be explained in detail here. The most important 

point to note here is that, as the number of quanta for a many spin system increases, 

the number of possible transitions decreases rapidly. The number of tl.M quantum 

transitions for a system of N spin ~ 's is given by 

( 
2N) (2N)! 

N ~ tl.M = (N - tl.M)!(N + tl.M)! 
(5.1) 

which, for THF, where N = 8, gives a total of 11440 possible single quantum transi-

tions, but only 120 six quantum, 16 seven quantum and one eight quantum transitions. 

The simplest form of multiple quantum experiment consists of three pulses and 

three corresponding time intervals [42], and can be broken up into three phases. 

The preparation phase consists of a 900 y.pulse followed by an interval T, followed 

by a 900 y pulse during which the multiple quantum coherences are generated. The 

evolution phase consists of an interval tl during which the coherences evolve, and the 

detection phase consists of another 900 y pulse followed by a delay t2 during which 

the multiple quantum coherences are converted to single quantum coherences before 

they are detected. 

In practice, a more complex experiment, such as Time Proportional Phase In-

crementation (or TPPI) [56, 57], can be performed in order to separate the transi-
, 

tions corresponding to different values of tl.M. The simulations presented here are for 

an ultimate tau average TPPI experiment, calculated using the Pines laboratory's 

"Speque86" program written by J. B. Murdoch. 

Figure 5.1 shows six quantum spectra for several conformations of the THF 

molecule in Cs(THFh.3C24 and Fig. 5.2 shows the corresponding seven quantum 

spectra. The first three spectra in each figure are included as references, to show the 
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Figure 5.1: Simulated six quantum spectra of Cs(THF)1.3C24. 
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Figure 5.2: Simulated seven quantum spectra of Cs(THF)1.3C24. 



sensitivity of the multiple quantum spectra to different fixed and fluctuating confor

mations of the THF molecule. The spectra of greatest interest are "d" and "e" in each 

of the figures, which use the molecular conformations that produced. the best fits to 

experiment with single quantum spectroscopy. The results indicate that, unless an 

extremely favorable signal to noise ratio can be obtained for the experimental spec

tra, six and seven quantum spectra do not appear to be a viable way of determining 

whether the intercalated THF molecules are in a fixed or interconverting conforniation 

in Cs(THFh.3C24, 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show six and seven quantum spectra for the THF molecules 

in several orientations relevant to the study of K(THFh.sC24. The first two spectra 

in these two figures are included for reference, while spectra "c" and "d" correspond 

to the two orientations which produced the best single quantum fits. While the six 

quantum spectrum for the oscillating orientation is noticeably broader than that for 

the fixed. orientation, the difference· between these two cases is clearer in the seven 

quantum spectrum. In summary, it appears that six and seven quantum spectra would 

not be able to further refine the results already obtained from single quantum spectra 

for Cs(THFh.3C24, but may be useful in determining whether the THF molecule in 

K(THFh.sC24has a fixed or oscillating orientation. 

5.2 Deuterium Spectra 

Deuterium has a quadrupolar nucleus with spin I = 1. Its relatively small quadrupo

lar coupling constant makes it possible to use the high field approximation to the 

quadrupolar Hamiltonian, which, assuming that the electric field gradient is symmet-
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Figure 5.4: Simulated seven quantum spectra of K(THFh.sC24• 
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ric about the C-H bond, is given in units of Hz by: 

where eq is the field gradient (along the C-H bond, in this case), and Q the quadrupole 

moment of the nucleus (see, for example, Ref. 42, p498). Using I = 1, and m = 1,0, 

or -1, the energy levels are found to be: 

E+l = ll.v + Cq( 3COS~ - 1) 

Eo _ _ 2Cq(3COS~ - 1) 

E = ll. C (3cos
2
9 - 1) 

-1 V + q 2 . 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

where ll.v is the chemical shift, and Cq = 4I(~i~l) = e
21Q. The transition frequencies 

are found from the energy levels to be: 

VI _ ll.v + 3Cq(3COS~ - 1) 

V2 _ ll.v _ 3Cq(3COS~ - 1) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

The value of the constante2qQ is best determined experimentally and is usually in 

the range of 165 kHz to 175 kHz for small deuteratedorganic molecules [58]. 

Since experimental spectra were not available to provide additional information, 

several simplifying assumptions were made: First, that the value of Cq is the same 

for the a-deuteron nuclei and the ,B-deuteron nuclei. This is a reasonable assumption 

since the change would probably be about 5% or less (See Table 6.4 in in ref. 58), 

and the overall effect of such a change would be to slightly shift some of the lines, in a 

manner analogous to the chemical shift. Second, dipole-dipole couplings between the 
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deuterons were ignored since they are small compared to the quadrupolar linewidth. 

The value of the constants! r;.r used to calculate the dipole coupling in Eq. (3.37) is 
'J 

60.06 kHz for protons, but only 1.41 kHz for deuterons, and the quadrupolar coupling 

constant used for deuterium is 170 kHz. The overall effect of the dipolar couplings 

would be to broaden the lines in the quadrupolar spectrum, but, since the linewidths 

are already on the order of 5 kHz, a dipolar broadening on the order of 1.4 kHz would 

have a negligible effect. Finally, it was assumed that the field gradients due to the 

Cs+ and K+ ions would not have a large effect on the spectrum, either because they 

are small or averaged out. by the motion of the THF molecules. This aSsumption 

must be verified experimentally. 

The advantages of deuteron spectroscopy are twofold. First, the number of lines 

in the spectrum is reduced. The reasons for this caJ? be seen in Eq. (5.2). Unlike 

the dipolar operator Hd, which couples all the spins in the THF molecule or sample 

together to generate a large density matrix (256 x 256 for the case of an eight spin 

system such as THF) from which transitions arise, the quadrupole coupling acts on 

only one spin, so that transitions can occur only among the different states of the 

same nucleus. Since·each deuteron has three possible spin states, only two transitions 

can occur per deuteron, giving a maximum of 16 transitions for a fully deuterated 

THF molecule. 

The second advantage is that, while the complexity of the spectrum is reduced, 

spatial information is still present. Equations (5.6) and (5.7) show that the transition 

frequencies of the lines depend on the factor (3oos28-1). It should be noted, however, 

that the spatial information is not the same as that found in the dipole Hamiltonian, 
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where the angle 8 is measured between the applied magnetic field and the internuclear 

vector. Here 8 is the angle between the applied magnetic field and the quadrupolar 

axis, which in this case is along the C-H bond. 

Figure 5.5 shows simulated spectra for the Cs compound. The first three simula

tions are again included as references. The simulations show that deuteron spectra are 

very sensitive to motion that averages the orientation of the C-H bond, as can be seen 

by the differences between the spectra for fixed conformations, such as "c" or "d", 

and fluctuating conformations such as "a", "b", and "e".· It is interesting to note that 

deuterium spectroscopy would be unable to distinguish between free pseudorotation, 

simulated, here by sampling conformations from ¢ = 0° to ¢ = 35~ in increments 

of 3°, and hindered pseudorotation, calculated by sampling only the symmetric con

formations. The simulations of greatest interest are for those conformations which 

fit the single quantum spectra. In Fig. 5.5 these are "d", which represents a fixed 

conformation with q = 0.32 A and ¢ = 0°, and "e", which represents interconversion . 

between the two Cs conformations with q = 0.30 A. 

Figure 5.6 shows simulations for several orientations ofthe THF in K(THFh.sC24 • 

As the simulations indicate, the deuteron spectra are very sensitive to changes in 

orientation. The two spectra of greatest interest are "c" (a = 21° and {3 = 56°) and 

"d" (a oscillates from 40° to 120° and {3 = 71°) which are the two orientations that 

produce reasonable fits with single quantum proton spectroscopy. Once again, the 

deuteron spectra can clearly distinguish between these two possible cases. 
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Figure 5.5: Simulated deuterium spectra for Cs(THFh.3C24• 
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Figure 5.6: Simulated deuterium spectra for K(THFh.sC24 • 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

Single quantum proton spectroscopy is very sensitive to small changes in the pa

rameters used to model the THF molecule, and to small changes in the molecule's 

orientation and conformation. The resulting spectrum is complex but analyzable. It 

is possible to obtain good agreement with the experimental spectra by using Geise's 

improved version of the model of Pitzer et. al. for the THF 'molecule. 

The results for Cs(THFh.3C24 confirm previous results, that the THF molecules 

are oriented with their mean molecular planes parallel to the graphite layers, and 

rotating about the layer's c axis, as is demostrated by the scaling of the spectrum 

when the sample's orientation with respect to the magnetic field is changed. There is 

a phase change at about 250 K; below that temperature the THF solidifies and the 

rotation stops, so the spectra no longer scale as (3cos2 e - 1). 

Free pseudorotation does not occur; the THF molecule is in either a fixed C s 

conformation or interconverting between the two Cs conformations in such a way 

that it spends little or no time in other conformations. Good agreement with the 

experimental spectra is found for a fixed C s conformation or direct interconversion 

between the two Cs 'conformations with q = 0.32 ± 0.01 A, or for the molecular 
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potential given in Eq. (4.1) with V2 = -15 ± 5 kJ/mol, and V4 = 3 ± 2 kJ/mol, and 

q = 0.30 ± 0.01 A, which has minima at the two Cs conformations and a relatively 

large barrier of about 30 kJ/mol between them, as shown in Fig. 4.7. A phase change 

at about 120 K may indicate that interconversion takes place at higher temperatures. 

Interconversion would probably take place by going from one C s conformation to the 
.J 

other through the planar conformation, rather than by going through the puckered 

pseudorotation conformations. 

The puckering amplitude of intercalated THF is smaller than the gas phase value, 

indicating that the graphite layers distort the molecule's geometry by making it flatter 

than it is in the gas phase. However, the GIC environment does not appear to have 

a large effect on parameters such as the H-C-H angle and C-H bond length. 

In K(THFh.sC24 the THF molecule is neither parallel nor perpendicular to the 

graphite layers and, as in Cs(THFh.3C24, the molecules rotate about the graphite's 

c axis. Two possible orientations found so far, using the same parameters for the 

molecular geometry found to give best fits in Cs(THFh.3C24, are Q = 210
, f3 = 560 

with a fixed Cs conformation, and f3 = 710 with Q oscillating between 40 and 1200 

using the molecular potential in Eq. (4.1), with an uncertainty of ± 20 in all angles. In 

either case, the THF molecules are oriented so that the oxygen atom is not pointing 

at the graphite layers. Since a good fit to the experimental data has not yet been 

found, it is impossible to reach conclusions about the THF's conformation. 

Multiple quantum proton spectra and single quantum deuterium spectra were also 

simulated to determine if they could refine the single quantum proton spectroscopy 

results. Multiple quantum proton spectroscopy would probably not be able to dis-
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tinguish between fixed and interconverting Cs conformations in Cs(THF)1.3C24 , but 

seven quantum proton spectra are sensitive to the THF molecule's orientation, and 

may be useful in determining the orientation of intercalated THF in K(THFh.sC24 • 

Deuterium spectra are relatively simple yet very sensitive to orientation and con

formation of the THF molecule. If the intercalated alkali metal ions do not have 

a large effect on the experimental spectra, deuterium spectroscopy could be a valu

able tool in the study of the orientation and conformation of Cs(THF) 1.3C24 and 

K(THFh.sC24 • 
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Appendix I 

PROGRAM Avspec (Input, Output, thf, DAv, spectrum, spinbase): 
(* Uses procedures Getcoord and CalcDij from Avproc module. *) 
(* Link with Avproc, Blockdiag, Eispackn *) 
CONST 

Nsp = 8: Max = 256: pi = 3.141592654: 
basefile = 'eight.spn': NBLOCK = 9: 

TYPE state = (pl,mi): 
ket = ARRAY[l .. Nsp) OF state: 
base = ARRAY[l .. (Max+1)) OF ket: 
mat = ARRAY[l .. Max, 1 .. Max) OF REAL: 
vect = ARRAY[l .. Max) OF REAL: 
SIZE = ARRAY[l .. Max) OF INTEGER: 
filename = VARYING[40) OF CHAR; 

VAR M, np : [GLOBAL) INTEGER; 
DipCoup, del : [GLOBAL) REAL; 
D : [GLOBAL) ARRAY[l .. Nsp, 1 .. Nsp) OF REAL; 
x,y,z,delom : [GLOBAL) ARRAY[l .. NSp) OF REAL; 
phi : [GLOBAL) REAL; 
biz : [GLOBAL) base; 
Hint,rint,Ix, 
Iplus : [GLOBAL) mat; 
aint : [GLOBAL) vect: 
rzero : [GLOBAL) BOOLEAN: 
spectrum :[GLOBAL) FILE OF REAL: 
thf, 

:[GLOBAL) TEXT; spinbase 
intham : [GLOBAL) FILE OF REAL; 

: [GLOBAL) SIZE: NSIZE 
datafile, spec 
Cx, Cy, Cz 

: [GLOBAL) filename: 
: [GLOBAL) ARRAY[l .. 5] OF REAL: 

n, r, p, i, j, 
ra, rb INTEGER: 
alph, bet, firstalph, 
firstbet, firstphi, 
prevalph, prevbet, prevphi 

k, q, So, initphi, incphi, 
finalphi, CHlength, HCHangle, 
HCHcoupling, initalph, incalph, 
finalalph, initbet, incbet, 

REAL: 

finalbet, alpha, beta [GLOBAL) REAL; (* parameters used 
to calculate molecular coordinates *) 

Phase, alphrot, 
betrot ARRAY[1 .. 20000] OF REAL; 
DAv TEXT; 
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answer, name 
shift, DipChange 
readphi, readalph, 
readbet 

VARYING (20) OF CHAR: 
CHAR: 

BOOLEAN: 

(* EXTERNAL PROCEDURES FROM AVPROC MODULE FOLLOW *) 

PROCEDURE Getcoords: 
EXTERNAL: 

PROCEDURE Getshift: 
EXTERNAL: 

PROCEDURE CalcDij: 
EXTERNAL: 

PROCEDURE Readbasei 
EXTERNAL: . 

FUNCTION Find:INTEGERi 
EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE WriteIxIpluSi 
EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE Blodia: 
EXTERNAL; 

PROCEDURE Internalham: 
EXTERNAL: 

PROCEDURE CalculatePlus: 
EXTERNAL: 

PROCEDURE Readheader: 
EXTERNAL: 

PROCEDURE Writeparameters: 
EXTERNAL: 

(* LOCAL PROCEDURES FOLLOW *) 

PROCEDURE WriteDiji 

VAR i, j: INTEGER: 
BEGIN 
Open (DAv, 'dav.dat', NEW): 
Rewrite (DAv) : 
For i := 1 to Nsp Do 

BEGIN 
For j := i + 1 to Nsp Do 

BEGIN 
Writeln(DAv, D[i, j): 
END: (* for j *) 

END: (* for i *) 
Close (DAv) : 
Writeln('Average Dipole coupling data written to Dav.dat '): 
Writeln: 
Writeln('NOTE: DIPOLE COUPLINGS NEED TO BE MULTIPLIED BY DIPOLE'); 
Writeln('COUPLING CONSTANT BEFORE USE!') i 

Writeln: 
END: (* WriteDAv *) 

PROCEDURE CalcDAv: 
BEGIN 
DipCoup := 60.06: 
Writeln('Dipole coupling constant is: DipCoup): 
Writeln('Enter .y. to change dipole coupling constant. '): 
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Readln(Dipchange); 
If (Dipchange = 'y') OR (Dipchange = 'Y') Then 

Begin 
Writeln('Enter new value for coupling constant: '); 
Readln (DipCoup) ; 
Writeln{'New value for contant is: " DipCoup); 
End; (* If dipcharige *) 

Getshift; 
Writeln('Enter name of THF coordinate file to be read. '); 
Readln(datafile); 
Writeln('File to be read is: " datafile); 
Open(thf, datafile, READONLY); 
Reset{thf); 
r := 0; 
ra := 0; 
rb := 0; 
p := 0; 
D := zero; 
Readheader; 
readalph := TRUE; 
readbet .- TRUE; 
readphi := TRUEi 
REPEAT 

Readln(thf, phi, alph, bet)i 
r := r + Ii (* Total number of coordinate sets read *) 
If r = 1 Then 
Begin 
firstbet := bet: prevbet := beti 
firstalph := alphi prevalph := alph: 
firstphi := phi;prevphi := phi; 
End; (* IF r*) , 

If readbet Then (* Get values of rotation angle beta *) 
Begin 
If readalphThen (* Get values of alpha *) 

Begin . 
If readphi Then 

Begin 
If (phi = firstphi) AND (r > 1) Then 

Begin 
readphi .- FALSE (* Once a full set has been read,stop.*) 
End 

Else 
If (phi <> prevphi) OR (r = 1) Then 

Begin 
p := p + 1; 
Phase [p] : = phi; 
prevphi : = phi; 
End: (* If phi <> *) 

End: (* If readphi *) 
If (alph = firstalph) AND (readphi = FALSE) Then 

readalph := FALSE 
Else 

If (alph <> prevalph) OR (r = 1) Then 
Begin 
ra := ra + 1; 
alphrot[ra] := alph: 
prevalph := alph; 
End; (* If alph <> *) 
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End; (* If readalph *) 
If (bet = firstbet) AND (readalph = FALSE) Then 

readbet .- FALSE 
Else 

If (bet <> prevbet) OR (r = 1) Then 
Begin 
rb := rb + 1; 
betrot[rb) .- bet; 
End; (* If bet <> *) 

End; (* If readbet *) 
Getcoords; 
CalcDij; 

UNTIL EOF(thf); 
Close (thf) ; 
For i := 1 to Nsp Do 

BEGIN 
For j := i + 1 to Nsp Do 

BEGIN 
D [ i, j) : = D [ i , j) / SNGL ( r) * DipCoup; 
D[j, i) := D[i, j); 
END; (* For j * ) 

END; (* For i *) 

IF (r = 1) THEN 
Writeln('l set of coordiantes read. ') 
ELSE Writeln(r, , sets of coordinates read.'); 

Writeln('Phi values for files read are: '); 
For i := 1 to p Do 

Writeln(Phase[i)); 
Writeln('Alpha values read are: '); 
For i := 1 to ra Do 

Writeln(alphrot[i) :4); 
Writeln('Beta values read are: '); 
For i := 1 to rb Do 

Writeln(betrot[i) :4); 
END; (* GetDAv *) 

PROCEDURE ReadDAv; 
VARi, j: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
Open (DAv, 'dav.dat', READONLY); 
Reset (DAv) ; 
For i := 1 To Nsp Do 

BEGIN 
For j := i + 1 To Nsp Do 

BEGIN 
Readln(DAv,D[i, j)); 
D[j, i) := D[i, j); 
Writeln(D[i, j)); 
END; (* FOR j *) 

END; (* FOR i *) 
Close (DAv); 
END; (* ReadDAv *) 

(* PROGRAM BODY FOLLOWS *) 

BEGIN 
CalcDAv; . 
Writeln('Enter .y. if you wish dipole coupling tensor written to file: OJ; 
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Readln(answer)i 
If answer = 'y' Then WriteDiji 
(* ReadDavi *) 

. Readbasei 
WriteIxIpluSi 
Writeln('Ixlplus completed.'); 
Internalham; 
Writeln('Internalham completed.'); 
spec := 'sp' + datafile; 
Open (spectrum, spec); 
Rewrite(spectrum); 
Writeln('Output file opened.'); 
Writeparameters; 
Writeln('Writeparameters completed.'); 
CalculatePlusi· 
Writeln('Calculateplus completed.'); 
Close(spectrum)i 
Writeln('Program completed. '); 
END. 
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MODULE Avproc(input, output); 
(* Link compiled code with BLOCKDIAG and EISPACKN *) 
CONST Nsp = 8; Max = 256; pi = 3.141592654; 

basefile = 'eight.spn'; NBLOCK= 9; 
TYPE state = (pl,mi)i 

ket = ARRAY(l .. Nsp] OF state; 
base = ARRAY[I .. (Max+I)] OF ket; 
mat = ARRAY[l .. Max, 1 .. Max] OF REAL; 
vect = ARRAY[l .. Max] OF REAL; 
SIZE = ARRAY [1. .Max) OF INTEGER; 
filename = VARYING[40) OF CHAR; 

VAR M, np : [EXTERNAL) INTEGER; 
DipCoup : [EXTERNAL) REAL; 
D : [EXTERNAL] ARRAY[I .. Nsp, 1 .. Nsp] OF REAL; 
x,y,z,delom : [EXTERNAL) ARRAY[l .. Nsp] OF REALi 
phi : [EXTERNAL) REALi 
biz : [EXTERNAL) base; 

: [EXTERNAL) rna t ; 
: [EXTERNAL) vect; 

Hint,rint, 
Ix, Iplus 
aint 
rzero 
spectrum 
thf, 

: [EXTERNAL) BooLEANi 
: [EXTERNAL) FILE OF REALi 

spinbase : [EXTERNAL) TEXT; 
intham : [EXTERNAL) FILE OF REAL; 
NSIZE : [EXTERNAL) SIZEi 
datafile, spec : [EXTERNAL) filename; 
Cx, Cy, Cz : [EXTERNAL] ARRAY[1 .. 5) OF REAL; 
i INTEGER; 
k, q, So, initphi, incphi, finalphi, CHlength, HCHangle, 
HCHcoupling, initalph, incalph, finalalph, initbet, incbet, 
finalbet, alpha, beta [EXTERNAL) REAL; (* parameters used to 

calculate molecular coordinates *) 

[GLOBAL] PROCEDURE Getcoords; 
(* Gets phase angle "phi" and coordinates of Hydrogen atoms from THF 
data file. *) 

BEGIN 
(* First read off Oxygen and Carbon atom positions. Also read blank 
spaces in file *) 
FOR i := 1 TO 5 DO 

BEGIN 
Read(thf, Cx[i]); Read(thf, Cy[i); Read(thf, Cz[i); 

ReadLn (thf) ; 
END; (* FOR *) 

(* Now get Hydrogen coordinates *) 
FOR i := 1 TO 8 DO 

BEGIN 
Read(thf, xCi]); Read(thf, y[i); Readln(thf, Z[i)i 
END; (* FOR *) 

M .- 256; 
END; (* Getcoords *) 

[GLOBAL) PROCEDURE Getshift; 
VAR shift CHARi 

del REAL; 
Begin 
Writeln('Do you want to include chemical shift? (If yes enter "y".) 'j; 
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Readln (shif t) ; 
If (shift = 'y') OR (shift = 'Y') Then 

Begin 
Writeln('Enter shift for hydrogens nearest oxygen: '); 
Readln(del); 
delom[l] .- del; 
delom[2] := del; 
delom[7] := del; 
delom[8] := del; 
Writeln('Enter shift for remaining hydrogens: '); 
Readln(del); 
delom[3] .- del; 
delom[4] .- del; 
delom[S] .- del; 
delom[6] .- del; 
End 
Else delom := zero; 

END; (* Getshift *) 

[GLOBAL] PROCEDURE CalcDij; 
VAR i, j : INTEGER; 

r, cosq : REAL; 
BEGIN 
FOR i:=l TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
FOR j:=i+l TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
r:=sqrt( (x[i]-x[j])*(x[i]-x[j]) + (y[i]-y[j])*(y[i]-y[j]) 

+ (z[i]-z[j])*(z[i]-z[j]) ); 
IF (r = 0.0) THEN 

BEGIN 
Wri teln (' !!! r [ " i: I, ',' , j: I, 'l = 0 !!!') ; 
rzero:=TRUE; 
END; (* IF r *) 

cosq : = ( z [i] - z [j ]) * ( z [ i ] - z [j ] ) / (r * r); 
D[i,j]:= D[i, j] + (1.0 - 3.0 * cosq)/(r * r * r); 
D[j,i]:=D[i, j]; 

END; (* FOR j *) 
END; (* FOR i *) 

END; (* CalcDij; *) 

[GLOBAL] PROCEDURE Readbase; 
(* Reads basis sets gen~rated by setupbase and stored in files *) 

VAR i, j, spin INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
Open {spinbase, basefile, READONLY); 
Reset{spinbase); 
FOR i := 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 
FOR j := 1 .TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
Read {spinbase, spin); 
IF spin = 1 THEN biz[i, jj .- pI 

ELSE biz[i, j] .- mi; 
END; (* FOR j *); 

Readln(spinbase); 
END; (* FOR i *) 

Close{spinbase); 
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Writeln('Readbase completed. '); 
WriteLn; 
END; (* Readbase;*) 

FUNCTION Find(Xk : ket) 
VAR i, k, n : INTEGER; 

found,OK : BOOLEAN; 
BEGIN 
found := FALSE; 

INTEGER; 

(* find total spin of ket *) 
n .- 0; 
For i .- 1 to Nsp DO 

IF Xk[i] = pI 
THEN n . - n + 1; 

(* direct search for conjugate to block of bras with appropriate spin *) 
CASE n OF 

8 k · - 1; 
6 k .- 2; 
4 k .- 30; 
2 k .- 100; 
0 k .- 128; 
7 k · - 129; 
5 k .- 137; 
3 k .- 193; 
1 ~k · - 249; 
END; 

WHILE NOT found DO 
BEGIN 
OK :=TRUEi 
i:=l; 
WHILE OK AND (i<Nsp+1) DO 

BEGIN 
IF Xk[i]<>biz[k,i] THEN OK .- FALSE 

ELSE i:=i+1i 
END; (* WHILE *) 

IF OK THEN found:=TRUE 
ELSE k:=k+1; 

END; (* WHILE NOT *) 
Find . - k; 
END; (* Find; *) 

[GLOBAL] PROCEDURE WriteIx; 
VAR i,j,k,l,u,a,b : INTEGER; 

Xk, Yk : ket; 
BEGIN 
FOR k:=l TO M DO 

BEGIN 
FOR 1:=1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 
Ix[k,l] := 0.0; 
END; (* FOR 1 *) 

END; (* FOR k *) 

FOR k:=l TO M DO 
BEGIN 
FOR a:=l TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
FOR i:=l TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
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Xk[i]:=biz[k,i]; 
Yk[i] :=biz [k, i]; 
END; (* FOR i *) 

IF Xk[a]=mi THEN 
BEGIN 
Xk[a] := pI; 
b := Find(Xk); 
Ix[b,k] := 0.5; 
END; (* IF *) 

IF Yk[a]=pl THEN 
BEGIN 
Yk [a] : = mi; 
b := Find(Yk); 
Ix[b,k] := 0.5; 
END; (* IF *) 

END; (* FOR a *) 
END; (* FOR k*) 

END; (* WriteIx;*) 

[GLOBAL] PROCEDURE WriteIxIplus; 
(* Generates Ix and Iplus matrices used to calculate signal *) 

VAR i,j,k,l,u,a,b : INTEGER; 
Xk, Yk : ket; 

BEGIN 
Ix := zero; 
FOR k:=l TO M DO 

BEGIN 
FOR a:=l TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
FOR i:=l TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
Xk[i] :=biz[k,i]; 
Yk [ i] : =bi z [k, i] ; 
END; (* FOR i *) 

CASE Xk[a] OF 
mi: BEGIN 

Xk[a) := pI; 
b := Find(Xk}; 
Ix [b, k] : = 0.5; 
Iplus[b, k) := 1.0; 
END; (* mi *) 

pI: BEGIN 
Yk [a) := mi; 
b := Find(Yk}; 
Ix[b,k] := 0.5; 
END; (* pI *) 

END; (* CASE *) 
END; (* FOR a *) 

END; (* FOR k*) 
END; (* WriteIx;*) 

[GLOBAL] PROCEDURE Readheader; 
Begin 
np := 0; 
Read(thf, k}; Readln(thf); 
np := np + 1; 
Read(thf, q); Readln(thf); 
np : = np + 1; 
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Read(thf, So); Readln(thf); 
np := np + 1; 
Read(thf, initphi); Readln(thf}; 
np := np + 1; 
Read(thf, incphi}; Readln(thf}; 
np := np + 1; 
Read(thf, finalphi}; Readln(thf}; 
np := np + 1; 
Read(thf, CHlength}; Readln(thf}; 
np := np + 1; 
Read(thf, HCHangle}; Readln(thf}; 
np. := np + 1; 
Read(thf, HCHcoupling}; Readln(thf); 
np := np + 1; 
Read(thf, initalph); Readln(thf)i 
np := np + Ii 
Read(thf, incalph}i Readln(thf}i 
np := np + 1i 
Read(thf, finalalph}; Readln(thf}; 
np := np + 1; 
Read(thf, initbet}i Readln(thf}; 
np := np + 1; 
Read(thf, incbet}i Readln(thf}i 
np := np + Ii 
Read(thf, finalbet}i Readln(thf}i 
np := np + Ii 
Read(thf, alpha}i Readln(thf}i 
np := np + Ii 
Read(thf, beta)i Readln(thf}i 
np := np + Ii 
For i := np + 1 To 100 Do 
Readln (thf) ; 
END; (* Readheader *) 

[GLOBAL] PROCEDURE Writeparametersi 
BEGIN 
np := 0; 
Write (spectrum, k}; 
np := np + Ii 
Write (spectrum, q}; 
np := np + Ii 
Write (spectrum, So); 
np := np + Ii 
Write (spectrum, initphi}; 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, incphi}i 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, finalphi}; 
np := np + Ii 
Write (spectrum, CHlength}; 
np := np + Ii 
Write (spectrum, HCHangle}; 
np := np + Ii 
Write (spectrum, HCHcoupling}; 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, initalph}i 
np := np + Ii 
Write (spectrum, incalph}; 
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np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, finalalph); 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, initbet); 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, incbet)i 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, finalbet); 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, alpha); 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, beta)i 
np := np + 1i 
Write (spectrum, DipCoUp)i 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, delom[l])i 
np := np + 1; 
Write (spectrum, delom[3])i 
np := np + 1; 
For i := np+1 to 100 Do 

Write (spectrum, 0.0); 
End; (* Writepararneters *) 

PROCEDURE Blodia(M INTEGER; NSIZE : SIZE; NBLOCK INTEGER; 
VAR Hint, Hi, rint, iint: Mat; VAR aint: vect); External; 

[GLOBAL] PROCEDURE Internalham; 
VAR i, j, k, a, 

b, fac, ierr : INTEGER; 
Xk, Yk : ket; 
Hi, iint : mat; 

BEGIN 
NSIZE[l] .- 1; 
NSIZE[2] .- 28; 
NSIZE[3] .- 70; 
NSIZE[4] .- 28; 
NSIZE[5] .- 1; 
NSIZE[6] .- 8; 
NSIZE[7] .- 56; 
NSIZE[8] .- 56; 
NSIZE[9] .- 8; 
FOR i:=l TO M DO 

BEGIN 
FOR j:=l TO M DO 

BEGIN 
Hint[i,j] :=0.0; 
END; (* FOR j * ) 

END; (* FOR i *) 
FOR k:=l TO M DO 

BEGIN 
FOR i:=l TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
IF biz[k,i] = pI THEN fac:=l 

ELSE fac:=-l; 
Hint[k,k] := Hint[k,k] + SNGL(fac) * delom[i]/2.0i 
END; (* FOR i *) 

END; 
FOR i:=l TO Nsp DO 
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BEGIN 
FOR j:=i+l TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
FOR k:=l TO M DO 

BEGIN 
IF biz[k,i] = pI THEN fac:=+l 

ELSE fac:=-l; 
IF biz[k,j] = mi THEN fac:=-fac; 
Hint[k,k] := Hint[k,k] + SNGL(fac) * D[i,j]/2.0; 
FOR a:=l TO Nsp DO 

BEGIN 
Xk[a] := biz [k,a]; 
Yk[a] : = biz [k, a]; 
END; (* FOR a *) 

IF (Xk[i]=pl) AND (Xk[j]=mi) THEN 
BEGIN 
Xk [ i ] : = mi; 
Xk [j] : = pI; 
b := Find(Xk); 
Hint[b,k] := Hint[b,k] - D[i,j]/2.0; 
END; (* IF *) 

IF (Yk[i]=mi) AND (Yk[j]=pl) THEN 
BEGIN 
Yk [i] : = pI; 
Yk ( j ] : = mi; 
~ := Find(Yk); 
Hint[b,k] := Hint(b,k] - D[i,j]/2.0; 
END; (* IF *) 

END; (* FOR k *) 
END; (* FOR j *) 

END; (* FOR i *) 
FOR i:=l TO M DO 

BEGIN 
FOR j:=l TO M DO 

BEGIN 
Hi[i,j] :=0.0; 
END; (* FOR j *) 

END; (* FOR i *) 

Blodia(Max, NSIZE, NBLOCK, Hint, Hi, rint, iint, aint); 
END; (* Internalharn;*) 

[GLOBAL] PROCEDURE CalculatePlus; 
VAR i, j, k, 1 : INTEGER; 

u, W, om, tot : REAL; 
RIx, RIplus, 
RIxRtrans, RIplusRtrans : mat; 

BEGIN 
Writeln('lD signal: intensity ·and frequency'); 
WriteLn; 
tot:=O.O; 
(*** Matrix multiplication: prov = rint * Ix ***) 
(* Calculate RIx *) 
For i := 1 To M Do 

Begin 
For j := 1 to M do 

Begin 
RIx[i, j] := 0.0; 
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For k := 1 to M do 
RIx[i, j) := RIx[i, j) + rint(i, k) * Ix(k, j) i 

End; (* for j *) 
End; (* for i *) 

(* Calculate RIxRtrans *) 
For i := 1 to M do 

Begin 
For j := 1 to M do 

Begin 
RIxRtrans(i, j] := 0.0; 
For k := 1 to M do 

RIxRtrans[i, j) .- RIxRtrans[i, j) + RIx[i, k) * rint[j, k) 
End; (* for j *) 

End; (* fori *) 
(* Calculate RIplus *) 
For i := 1 To M Do 

Begin 
For j := 1 to M do 

Begin 
RIplus[i, j] := 0.0; 
For k := 1 to M do 

Rlplus[i, j] :=RIplus(i, j] + rint(i, k] * Iplus[k, j]; 
End; (* for j *) 

End; (* fori *) 
(* Calculate RlplusRtrans *) 
For i := 1 to M do 

Begin 
For j := 1 to M do 

Begin 
RIplusRtrans(i, j] := 0.0; 
For k := 1 to M do 

RIplusRtrans(i, j) := RIplusRtrans[i, j] + RIplus[i, k] * 
rint[j,k] 

End; (* for j *) 
End; (* for i *) 

FOR i:=l TO M DO 
BEGIN 
FOR j:= 1 TO M DO 

BEGIN 
w:=O.O; 
w := RIplusRtrans[i, j] * RIxRtrans[j, i]; 
tot := tot +'w; 
om := aint[j] - aint(i]; 

IF w > 0.00001 THEN 
BEGIN 
Write (spectrurn, w, om); 

END; (* IF *) 
END; (* FOR j *) 

END; (*FOR i *) 
tot := tot * 4.0/SNGL(M); 
Writeln('total intensity = tot:8)i 
Writeln('Data written to file " spec); 

END; (* CalculatePlus *) 

END. 
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Appendix II 
MODULE Coord; 

(* This program is a modification of thfrotcoord which can be used by a 
batch job and which writes the parameters used in calculating 
coordinates to a file. This program is to replace Thfcoord, Thfcoordset 
and Thfrotcoord. Working version finished by on 5/7/89 by D. C. *) 

(* Working version THFCOORD.MOD;129 finished 10/25/88 by D. Caplan *) 

FROM InOut IMPORT WriteInt, ReadString, ReadReal; 
FROM TextIO IMPORT EOL, Write, WriteString, WriteReal, Close, OpenOutput, tty, 
WriteLn, File, ReadLn, Read; 
FROM MathLibO IMPORT cos, sin, sqrt, arcsin, arctan; 
FROM Conversions IMPORT IntToReal, StringToReal; 
FROM rotate IMPORT rotate,vect; 

TYPE coord = RECORD 
x, y, z : REAL; 
END; 

String = ARRAY[l .. 40] OF CHAR: 

VAR C, Hplus, Hminus 
atoms in molecular frame *) 

0, Cl, C2, C3, C4, 

ARRAY [0 .. 4) OF coord: (* positions of Hand C 

Op, ClP, C2P, C3P, C4P vect; 

Hlocplus, Hlocminus, 
Xloc, Yloc, Zloc, 

(* coordinates of Hydrogen in local frame *) 
(* local unit vectors expressed in molecular 

coordinates *) 
Hmolplus, Hmolminus, (* vector from carbon atom to hydrogen atom 

expressed in molecular coordinates *) 
Vprev, Vnext (* vector from previous or next carbon 

to current carbon *) 
: coord: 

i, next, prev, np, blanks 

n, ratio, phi, nalpha, angle, 
xyangle, HCHangle, Origangle, HCHcoupling, 
avx, avz, initphi, finalphi, 
increment, initalph, initbet, finalbet, 
incbet, dipnum, alph, bet, gamma, 
finalalph, incalph 
,q, k, So REAL: 

INTEGER: 

S ARRAY [0 .. 4) OF REAL: 

variable, outputname . String; 
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CONST 

outputfile, out 

rotation, dipframe 

pi = 3.14159265; 
beta = 68.22000; 
alpha = 74.52000'; 
CHlength = 1.11500; 

File; 

CHAR; 

(* ---- Procedures CrossProd, Normalize and GetReal follow ----*) 

PROCEDURE CrossProd(vec1, vec2 : coord; VAR prod: coord); 
(* Calculates the cross product of vec1 and vec2; result is prod *) 

BEGIN 
prod.x .- (vec1.y * vec2.z) - (vec1.z * vec2.y); 
prod.y .- (vec1.z * vec2.x) - (vec1.x * vec2.z); 
prod.z := (vec1.x * vec2.y) - (vec1.y * vec2.x); 

. END CrossProd; 

PROCEDURE Normalize (VAR vec : coord); 
(* Normalizes a vector *) 

VAR length : REAL; 
BEGIN 
length := sqrt«vec.x * vec.x) + (vec.y * vec.y) + (vec.z * vec.z)); 
vec.x .- vec.x/length; 
vec.y ~= vec.y/length; 
vec.z := vec.z/length; 
END Normalize; 

PROCEDURE GetReal (Default: REAL; VAR Input REAL; Variable 
VAR number: ARRAY[1 .. 40] OF CHAR; 

. BEGIN /' 
WriteString(tty, "Enter "); WriteString(tty, Variable); 
WriteString (tty, (Default is: n) ; 

WriteReal(tty, Default, 3); WriteString(tty,·) "); 
WriteLn (tty) ; 
ReadString(number); 
IF number[1] = CHR(O) 

THEN Input .- Default; 
~LSE Input .- StringToReal(nurnber); 
END; (* IF *) 

END GetReal; 

ARRAY OF CHAR); 

PROCEDURE wrtnurn(out: File (* outputfile *); initcornrnent: ARRAY OF CHAR; 
nurn: REAL; field: CARDINAL; finalcornrnent: ARRAY OF CHAR); 

(* Writes number accompanying text to screen or file *) 
BEGIN 
WriteString(tty, initcornrnent); WriteReal(out, nurn, field); 

WriteString(out, finalcornrnent); WriteLn(out); 
END wrtnurn; 

(* ------------ Program Body Follows ------------- *) 

BEGIN 
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(* Get parameters for calculations *) 

GetReal(O.38, q, "q"); 
GetReal(O.65, k, Ok"); 
GetReal(1.277, So, ·So·); 
GetReal(llO.O, HCHangle, "H-C-H Angle"); 
GetReal(O.O, HCHcoupling, "HCH-pseudorotation coupling"); 

GetReal(O.O, initphi, ·initial pseudorotation angle"); 
GetReal(180.0, finalphi, "final pseudorotation angle"); 
GetReal(5.0, increment, "increment"); 

WriteString(tty, "Do you want molecule in dipole frame? "); WriteLn(tty); 
Read(tty, dipframe); ReadLn(tty); 
IF «dipframe <> "yO) AND (dipframe <> "YO»~ THEN 

WriteString(tty, "Do you want to rotate molecule? "); WriteLn(tty); 
Read(tty, rotation); 
IF «rotation= "yO) OR (rotation = "YO»~ THEN 

ReadLn (tty) ; 
GetReal(O.O, initalph, "inital rotation about 'z' axis"); 
GetReal(180.0, finalalph, "final rotation about 'z' axis·); 
GetReal(5.0, incalph, "increment"); 
GetReal(90.0, initbet, "initial rotation about 'y' axis"); 
GetReal(90.0, finalbet, "final rotation about 'y' axis"); 
GetReal(5.0, incbet, "increment"); 
(* GetReal(O.O, gamma, ·angle of second rotation about 'z' axis·);*) 
gamma := 0.0; 
END; (* IF rotation *) 

END; (* IF dipframe *) 

(* If there is no rotation and dipole frame is used, set rotation angles 
to zero *) 

IF «rotation <> "y·) AND (rotation <> "yO»~ OR «dipframe = "YO) OR 
(dipframe = Ny"»~ THEN 
WriteString(tty, "No Rotation"); 
WriteLn (tty) ; 
initalph := 0.0; 
finalalph := 0.0; 
incalph := 5.0; 
initbet := 0.0; 
finalbet := 0.0; 
incbet := 5.0; 
gamma .- 0.0; 

END; (* IF *) 

wrtnum(tty, "k =" k, 3, ".); 
wrtnum(tty, "q = ., q, 3, •• ); 
wrtnum{tty, "So =., So, 3, U.); 
wrtnum ( tty, "phi = ", phi, 3, ".); 
wrtnum(tty, "CH = ., CHlength, 3, ."); 
wrtnum{tty, UHCH =", HCHangle, 3, •• ); 
wrtnum(tty, "HCHcoupling = ., HCHcoupling, 3, •• ); 
wrtnum{tty, "alpha = ", initalph, 3, •• ); 
wrtnum(tty, ·incalpha = ., incalph, 3, •• ); 
wrtnum{tty, "finalalpha = ., finalalph, 3, •• ); 
wrtnum(tty, ·beta = ., initbet, 3, •• ); 
wrtnum{tty, ·incbet = ., incbet, 3, •• ); 
wrtnum(tty, ·finalbet =" finalbet, 3, •• ); 
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WriteString(tty, "Enter name for data file: a); 
OpenOUtput(outputfile, ".dat"); 

(* Write parameters to file. Block containing parameters should be 
100 lines long. *) 

np := 0; 
wrtnurn(outputfile, "" k, 10," k"); 

np := np + 1; 
wrtnurn(outputfile, "" q, 10," q"); 

np := np + 1; 
wrtnurn(outputfile, ." So, 10," So·); 

np := np + I: 
wrtnurn(outputfile, ". initphi, 10," initphift): 

np := np + 1; 
wrtnurn(outputfile,"" increment, 10,". incphP); 

np := np + I: 
wrtnurn(outputfile, "" finalphi, 10," finalphi"); 

np := np + I: 
wrtnurn(outputfile, ." CHlength, 10," CHlength"); 

np := np + I: 
wrtnurn(outputfile, HCHangle, 10," HCHangle"): 

np := np + 1; 
wrtnurn(outputfile, HCHcoupling, 10,· HCHcoupling"): 

np := np + 1; 
wrtnurn(outputfile, "" initalph, 10," initalph, rot. about z axis");. 

np := np + 1: 
wrtnurn(outputfile, n" incalph, 10," incalph"); 

np := np + 1; 
wrtnurn(outputfile, finaialph, 10,· finalalph"); 

np := np + 1: 
wrtnurn(outputfile, "" initbet, 10,· initbet"); 

np := np + 1: 
wrtnurn(outputfile, •• incbet, 10," incbet"); 

np := np + 1; 
wrtnurn(outputfile, finalbet, 10," finalbet"); 

np := np + 1: 
wrtnurn(outputfile, alpha, 10," alpha, Ox-Origin-Carbon angle"); 

np := np + 1: 
wrtnurn(outputfi1e, beta, 10,· beta, Carbon-Origin-Carbon angle"); 

np := np + 1; 
IF (dipframe = .y") OR (dipframe = ·Y") THEN 

dipnurn . - 1. 0 ; 
ELSE 

dipnurn .- 0.0; 
END: (* IF*) 

wrtnurn(outputfile, dipnurn, 10," dipole frame (1.0 = yes)"); 
np := np + 1; 

wrtnurn(outputfile, 1.0, 10," actual phi"); 
np : = np + I: 

(* fill in rest of 100 lines with blanks *) 
.FOR blanks := (np + 1) TO 100 DO 

WriteLn(outputfile): 
END: (* FOR *) 

bet := initbet; 

WHILE bet <= finalbet DO 
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WriteString(tty, "Beta = ")i WriteReal(tty, bet, 4); WriteLn(tty); 
alph :~ initalph; 

WHILE alph <= finalalph DO 
WriteString(tty, "Alpha = "); WriteReal(tty, alph, 4); WriteLn(ttY)i 
phi := initphi; 

WHILE phi <= finalphi DO 
WriteString(tty, "Phi = "); WriteReal(tty, phi, 4); WriteLn(tty); 

(* Calculate carbon atom coordinates *) 

Fo.R i := 0 To.4 BY 1 DO 
C[i].z := sqrt(2.0/S.0) * q * cos«4.0 * pi/S.O * IntToReal(i» 

+ (pi/1S0.0) * phi)i 
S [ i ] : = So * ( 1. 0 - (k * ( C [ i) . z * C [ i) . z» ); 
ratio := C[i].z/S[i]; 
angle := arcsin(ratio); 
nalpha := IntToReal(i) - 1.0; 
xyangle:= (beta + (nalpha * alpha» * pi/1S0.0; 
IF i >= 1 THEN 

C[i].x .- S[i] * cos(angle) * cos(xyangle); 
C[i].y .- S[i] * cos(angle) * sin(xyangle); 

ELSE 
C[i].x ._ S[i] * cos(angle); 
C[i].y .- 0.0; 

ENDi (* IF *) 
END; (* Fo.R *) 

IF «dipframe = "yO) o.R (dipframe = ny.» THEN 
(* Find angle between dipole vector and horizontal axis *) 
(* First find average coordinates of C[2] and C[3] *) 
avx .- (C[2].x + C[3] .x)/2.0; 
avz : = (C [2] . z + C [3] . z) /2.0; 
bet := arctan«C[O].z - avz)/(C[O].x - avx» * 1S0.0/pi; 
alph := 0.0; 
gamma .- 0.0; 

END; (* IF dipframe *) 

(* Rotation of 0. and C coordinates 
0. [1] := C[O] .x; 
0.[2] . - C[O] .y; 
0.[3] := C[O] .z; 
C1[l] · - C[l] .x; 
C1[2] · - C[l].y; 
C1[3] .- C[l] .z; 
C2 [1] .- C[2] .x; 
C2[2] · - C[2].y; 
C2[3] .- C[2] .Z; 
C3 [1] · - <::[3] .x; 
C3[2] .- C[3] .y; 
C3[3] .- C[3] .z; 
C4[1] .- C[4] .x; 
C4[2] .- C[4] .y; 
C4[3] .- C[4] .Z; 

rotate(O,alph,bet,gamma,o.p); 
rotate(C1,alph,bet,gamma,C1P); 

*) 
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rotate(C2,alph,bet,gamrna,C2P)i 
rotate(C3,alph,bet,gamma,C3P)i 
rotate(C4,alph,bet,gamrna,C4P)i 

C[O].x .- OP[l]i 
C[O).y · - OP (2) i 
C[O).z .- OP(3)i 
C[l).x .- C1P[l)i 
C[l).y .- ClP[2]i 
C[l] .z · - ClP(3) i 
C(2).x .- C2P[l)i 
C (2) .y .- C2P (2) i 
C(2).z .- C2P (3) i 
C[3].x .- C3P[1)i 
C (3) .y .- C3P(2) i 
C [3] . z .- C3P (3) i 
C(4).x .- C4P[l)i 
C(4).y .- C4P (2) i 
C(4).z .- C4P[3]i 

(* Calculate Hydrogen coordinates *) 
FOR i := 1 TO 4 BY 1 DO 

(* Hydrogen positions in local coordinates follow: *) 
Hlocplus.x .- O.Oi 
Hlocplus.y := CHlength *cos«HCHangle/2.0) * pi/lBO.O)i 
Hlocplus.z := CHlength * sin«HCHangl~/~.O) * pi/lBO.O)i 
Hlocminus.x .- Hlocplus.Xi 
Hlocminus.y .- Hlocplus.Yi 
Hlocminus.z .- -Hlocplus.Zi 

(* Convert local Hydrogen coordinates to molecular coordinates *) 
(* First express local unit vectors in terms of molecular frame 

x, y and z vectors *) 
prey := i - 1i 
IF i = 4 

THEN next . - 0 i 
ELSE next .- i + Ii 
ENDi (* IF *) 

Vnext.x .- C[il.x 
Vnext.y .- C [i) .y 
Vnext.z .- C[il.z 
Vprev.x .- C [il .x 
Vprev.y .- C [il .y 
Vprev.z .- C[il.z 

Normalize(Vnext)i 
Normalize(Vprev)i 

Xloc.x · - Vnext.x 
Xloc.y .- Vnext.y 
Xloc.z · - Vnext.z 
Yloc.x .- Vprev.x 
Yloc.y .- Vprev.y 
Yloc.z .- Vprev.z 

- C[next] .Xi 
- C[next).Yi 
- C[nextl.zi 
- C[prev] .Xi 
- C[prev] .Yi 
- C[prev] .Zi 

- Vprev.xi ( * 
- Vprev·Yi 
- Vprev.zi 
+ Vnext.Xi (* 
+ Vnext·Yi 
+ Vnext.Zi 

CrossProd(Xloc, Yloc, Zloc) i (* 

Xloc = Vprev - Vnext *) 

Yloc = Vprev + Vnext *) 

Zloc is cross product of Xloc and 
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Normalize(Xloc)i 
Normalize(Yloc)i 
Normalize(Zloc)i 

(* Convert the local frame Hydrogen vectors to molecular frame Hydrogen 
vectors using the unit vectors we have just found. *) 

(* Note: Hloc*.x:= 0 *) 
Hrnolplus.x := «Hlocplus.y * Yloc.x) + (Hlocplus.z * Zloc.x»; 
Hrnolplus.y : = «Hlocplus.y * Yloc .y) +, (Hlocplus. z * Zloc .y) ) ; 
Hrnolplus.z := «Hlocplus.y * Yloc.z) + (Hlocplus.z * ZlOC.Z»i 
Hrnolminus.x .- «Hlocminus.y * Yloc.x)· + (Hlocminus.z * Zloc.x»; 
Hrnolminus.y := ({Hlocminus.y * Yloc.y) + (Hlocminus.z * Zloc.y»; 
Hrnolminus.z := «Hlocminus.y * Yloc.z) + (Hlocminus.z * ZlOC.Z»i 

(* Get the molecular frame Hydrogen coordinates by adding the molecular frame 
hydrogen vectors to the molecular frame Carbon vectors *) 
Hplus[i).x .- Hrnolplus.x + C[i] .Xi 
Hplus[i].y := Hrnolplus.y + C[i] .Yi 
Hplus[i].z := Hrnolplus.z + C[i].Zi 
Hrninus[i].x .- Hrnolminus.x + C[i].Xi 
Hrninus[i].y .- Hrnolminus.y + C[i].Yi 
Hrninus[i).z .- Hrnolminus.z + C[i] .Zi 

END; (* FOR *) 
(* Write data. to file *) 

WriteReal(outputfile, phi, 10)i WriteReal(outputfile, alph, 20)i 
WriteReal(outputfile, bet, 20); WriteLn(outputfile)i 

FOR i := 0 TO 4 BY 1 DO 
WriteReal(outputfile, C[i] .x, 18)i (*WriteString(" 
WriteReal(outputfile, C[i] .y, 18)i (*WriteString(" 
WriteReal(outputfile, C[i).z, 18)i (*WriteString(" 
Write (outputfile, EOL)i 
END; (* FOR *) 

FOR i := 1 TO 4 BY 1 DO 
WriteReal(outputfile, Hplus[i) .x, 
WriteReal(outputfile, Hplus[i).y, 
WriteReal{outputfile, Hplus[i].z, 
Write (outputfile, EOL);' 
WriteReal(outputfile, Hrninus[i] .x, 
WriteReal(outputfile, Hrninus[i] .y, 
WriteReal(outputfile, Hrninus[i] .z, 
Write (outputfile, EOL); 
END; (* FOR *) 

phi := phi + increment; 

18) ; (*Wri teString ( " 
18); (*Wri teString ( " 
18 )i (*Wri teString ( " 

18) ; (*WriteString(" 
18) ; (*Wri teString ( " 
18) i (*WriteString (" 

" ) ; *) 
" ) ; *) 
" ) ; *) 

• ) ; * ) 
" ) ; *) 
" ) ; * ) 

• ) ; *) 

" ) ; *) 
" ) ; *) 

ENDi (* phi WHILE loop which starts near beginning of program *) 
alph := alph + incalph; 

END; (* alph WHILE loop *) 
bet := bet + incbet; 
END; (*bet WHILE loop *) 

Close(outputfile); 
WriteString(tty, "Data Written to File.")i 
WriteLn(tty) ; 
WriteString(tty, "Program .completed"); 
WriteLn(tty) ; 
END Coord. 
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